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1. Introduction
The wave equation considered here is not a particular wave
equation but an equation of the form of
[L - bq] ¢(x) = nex). (1)
Here: T.jJ(x) is the -,;vave function of the space coordinates (x)
and n(x) is the (given) external source; L is an operator
operating on ~~ and b is a constant; q = q(x) is a randum
function folloT,vingsome statistical distribution. For instance~
in the case of an ordinary scalar \~ave equation,
; : ..."'.") .
bq(x) = k2~E:(x), (2)
where 6s is the fluctuation.part of dielectric constant of the
medium.
,It is easy to' find that a.ll the statistical informations
of the \?ave can be derived from' ,the generalized characteristic
function <010> defined by
(3)
vJhere <Q> stands for the average value of Q over all possible
.'.
functions of q(x), and n(x) and n"(x) are arbitrarily given
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(complex) functions; for instance,
<~(X» = {8/8~(x)} <010>1- -*n=n =0
Generally, if f[¢,W*] is a functional of ~(x) and W*(x), its
expectation value is given by
(4)
.'
In order to obtain <0 10> asa function of nand n*, ~re put
and expand e w'ith respect to n, n*, and also to the external
*sources nand n
(5)









x ~,::·~·n(,.?l1) K,\)ll(Xl,.;os>XV~Yl' ••• 'Y IXI', ... ,x ';Ylvs;ooo,Y')
to", "1.1 "V ,1.1
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Here, the expansion coefficients, i. e., the cumulants:Kvll s,
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have the symmetry
(7)
and· they; are also synimetrical wi·th respect to the Goordinates
in each.group'of {x.}, {Y.}, {x.'}, and {y.'}
1 1 1·' 1
The cumulants KV~.1(x;ylxf;y') are independent of the
* --*external sources n, n and also of nand n , and the complete
statistical informations of 'the wave' can be obtained in terms
of them.
2. Relations between the Cumu1ants and the Green's Functions
'The cumulants K can be given in terms of the statistical
Vll
Green's func tions defined as £0110\'I1s :
(8)
.. '. . .. . *








{o/8n*(x 9 .)} II {8/8n(y' .)} <~*(Xl) ••• ~*(x )~(Y1) •••
1 j=l J V
• • .~(y » I *lln=n =0
" ",,'
V II
{%n*(xi )}{8/9n*(x'i)} II {%n(Yj)}{%n(y' .)}j=l . J
x ....-::,_,0...., ,I 0> I
' 'n=n*=n=;n*=o,
i -.
where the last expression is obtained by the use of ( )4 .
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Thus 9 the Greenis functions thus defined are the expansion
coefficients of <010> with ,respect to n, n*, nand n*~ and
have the same symmetries as in (7).
Using the definition (6) of the cumulants 9 , it is straight-
fQrward to obtain the following expressions of Ie -in terms of\)11
the Green's functions ~ ,
;-,'
KOl(xlx').= GOl(xlxi)~
" .; :-.' ;."
- Glo(xllxlV)GlO(X2Ix2') - GIO(Xl\X2V)GlO(X,2Ixl'), etc.
(9)
It is also useful to express the Green's functions in
, 1
etco ·(10)
The cumulantsK can be considered to be more basic statistical
'\)11
quantities than the Greenis functions; in the perturbation
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theory, the Feynman diagram representing k~~ is a connected
graph vrhich does not contain any'disconnected graph.
The cumulants and the Green's functions are connected also
by the important relation of the following form~
(11)
or, more generally~
K\)~ (x; y x'; y V) == K\)1J (Xl ~' ••• 'J Xv' ;Y1 'J • • 0 , y11 X I .v , • 0 • ~ X ' V ; y 1 ' , • • • , y v1J )
V 1J
= f dxHdy"dxlIldyil! IT IT Gl~O (x; Ix1.V)Go 1 (y.1 yV:)
'"' = 1 f= 1 ' .~, J J
(12)
If the Vlinteraction" functions I\)"\..;(x;yl XV 5.y V ) are knovm,
the cumulants or the Gree.nvs functions can be obtained in
principle by solving eqrio (12) vH.th 'the relation' (9) or (10).
. '
" The form of the I' s depends' on' the statist:lcal properties\)11
of the randurn function q(x)~ 'A system of equations is obtained
to find I , assuming the Gaussian multivariate distribution of
VjJ
q(x) with an arbitary correlation function D(x - x') =
<q (x) q (x'» •
3. Power Distribution Function
The probabil:tfy density function pew) of the pm.rer \'lex) =
'*tIJ (x)\jJ(x) at a particular point x is very important in practical
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and e is given by the expansion (6). If, in this expansion 9
the higher terms of v+~ ~ 3 can be neglected, as it is the case





P = <1/1 > - <$> ,. (16)
T~en th~ propagation distance is long enough so that
101 «(5 , the evaluation of the integral of (13) shows that
P(w) reduces 1::0 the well-known distribution of the signal <W>
~lus the Gaussian'noise:
I:2' .. • . '. -1 - w+ < :>. } crp (w) = (J e { I ~ } 10 (2(wI<IJJ> I/a ), w> 0 • (17)
,A brief survey of a quantum mechanical method to obtain
<ofo> of (3) is also presented as 'another meth~d; it is an
. extension of the previous paper* (for, the type of equations of
the Schrodinger equation) to cover a. g~neral case where the
sto~hastic:change of q(x) is not a Markov pro.ce$s •
. .... ·,n77.-
*K. Furutsu, 'Application of the method of quantum mechanics in
the statistical theory of waves in a fluctuation medium', Phys.
Rev., ~, pp. 167 - 179 (1968).
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